
THE COMPACT 4X4
FOR PROFESSIONALS

MADE IN ITALY



1.65 MT. WIDE

4X4 PERMANENT 3° DIFFERENTIAL

110 KM/H (3.5T. N1G)

2.10 MT. HIGH

3.500 KG. LOAD CAPACITY (CHASSIS)

is renewed
The tradition of the compact 4x4

Bonetti, for over 40 years, has been producing professional “compact 4x4” vehicles for the Bonetti, for over 40 years, has been producing professional “compact 4x4” vehicles for the 
most varied uses in transport and winter traffic.most varied uses in transport and winter traffic.
Thanks to continuous research and development, carried out in close collaboration with Thanks to continuous research and development, carried out in close collaboration with 
customers, the new Euro 6 range stands out on the market for its extreme compactness and customers, the new Euro 6 range stands out on the market for its extreme compactness and 
great flexibility in equipment.great flexibility in equipment.



Chassis

Gearbox & 
Transfer

Engine
The Bonetti front and rear axles are of the “rigid” technological type and guarantee The Bonetti front and rear axles are of the “rigid” technological type and guarantee 

maximum efficiency in the most extreme conditions, in particular with the use of maximum efficiency in the most extreme conditions, in particular with the use of 

removable front equipment.removable front equipment.

All wheel hubs and the homokinetic joints in the front axle are fully lubricated in an oil All wheel hubs and the homokinetic joints in the front axle are fully lubricated in an oil 

bath, ensuring better efficiency over time and a significant reduction in usury.bath, ensuring better efficiency over time and a significant reduction in usury.

The steering mechanism, operated by a variable ratio power steering, is equipped with The steering mechanism, operated by a variable ratio power steering, is equipped with 

a transverse shock absorber for better comfort in the most varied driving conditions.a transverse shock absorber for better comfort in the most varied driving conditions.

Axels - SteeringAxels - Steering

AdBlue 
The 25-liter AdBlue tank is positioned The 25-liter AdBlue tank is positioned 

on the right side of the vehicle, in on the right side of the vehicle, in 

correspondence with the exhaust correspondence with the exhaust 

system, and is equipped with system, and is equipped with 

integrated heating.integrated heating.

Tow Hook
Based on the need to use it, it Based on the need to use it, it 

is necessary to mount a single is necessary to mount a single 

automatic tow hook, or attached to a automatic tow hook, or attached to a 

sphere hook with support, integrated sphere hook with support, integrated 

into chassis up to 3.500 kg trail.into chassis up to 3.500 kg trail.

Axels
Steering

The permanent 4x4, with 3rd differential, is generated by the kinematic chain of the The permanent 4x4, with 3rd differential, is generated by the kinematic chain of the 

FPT gearbox, in combination with the BONETTI transfer with two speed ranges and FPT gearbox, in combination with the BONETTI transfer with two speed ranges and 

offers the use of 14 gears in the most varied working conditions. The 11’’ hydraulically offers the use of 14 gears in the most varied working conditions. The 11’’ hydraulically 

operated dry clutch controls the total power of the engine (370 Nm.), in all working operated dry clutch controls the total power of the engine (370 Nm.), in all working 

conditions with a speed starting from 2.5 km/h, with the engine in torque at just 1.320 conditions with a speed starting from 2.5 km/h, with the engine in torque at just 1.320 

tours, up to 110 km/h (3,5T) in fast range. The 3rd center differential, lockable in motion, tours, up to 110 km/h (3,5T) in fast range. The 3rd center differential, lockable in motion, 

and the engagement and disengagement of the two ranges of the transfer box are and the engagement and disengagement of the two ranges of the transfer box are 

electronically controlled to prevent maneuvering errors. The gearbox/transfer unit is electronically controlled to prevent maneuvering errors. The gearbox/transfer unit is 

designed for a lateral and a rear power take-off for particularly heavy-duty applications.designed for a lateral and a rear power take-off for particularly heavy-duty applications.

Gearbox & TransferGearbox & Transfer

The 2.998 cm³ FPT Euro VI-d engine, with 110 kW (150 HP) of power The 2.998 cm³ FPT Euro VI-d engine, with 110 kW (150 HP) of power 

at 3.500 rpm and a torque of 370 Nm at just 1.320 rpm, guarantees at 3.500 rpm and a torque of 370 Nm at just 1.320 rpm, guarantees 

maximum flexibility in all operating conditions. 16v turbo intercooler maximum flexibility in all operating conditions. 16v turbo intercooler 

diesel, particulate filter, SCR are just some of the features of the new diesel, particulate filter, SCR are just some of the features of the new 

Iveco engine which complies with the most restrictive regulations in Iveco engine which complies with the most restrictive regulations in 

force, thanks also to the use of AdBlue.force, thanks also to the use of AdBlue.

The sophisticated active diagnostics allows the operator to check for any The sophisticated active diagnostics allows the operator to check for any 

problems and intervene directly in the forced regeneration procedure if problems and intervene directly in the forced regeneration procedure if 

the vehicle is unable to perform it in automatic mode.the vehicle is unable to perform it in automatic mode.

EngineEngine

Box-shaped supporting frame with variable section with high torsional rigidity, designed Box-shaped supporting frame with variable section with high torsional rigidity, designed 

to house multiple equipment without the aid of a counter frame. At the front the frame to house multiple equipment without the aid of a counter frame. At the front the frame 

is designed for rigid fixing of the front tool holder plate and at the rear for the support is designed for rigid fixing of the front tool holder plate and at the rear for the support 

of double hooks. To ensure a longer duration against corrosion, a special cataphoresis of double hooks. To ensure a longer duration against corrosion, a special cataphoresis 

treatment is carried out and the paint finish takes place with a double layer cycle.treatment is carried out and the paint finish takes place with a double layer cycle.

ChassisChassis

TyresTyres
Front and rear “M + S” tyres with Front and rear “M + S” tyres with 

winter design. By technical choice, winter design. By technical choice, 

the rear tyres are of the single “track” the rear tyres are of the single “track” 

type in order to facilitate the off-road type in order to facilitate the off-road 

performance for which the vehicle is performance for which the vehicle is 

intended.intended.

Suspensions
Front and rear suspension with Front and rear suspension with 

parabolic leaf springs and double-parabolic leaf springs and double-

acting shock absorbers and torsion acting shock absorbers and torsion 

bars. Both the rear and front leaf bars. Both the rear and front leaf 

springs are equipped with an springs are equipped with an 

additional leaf spring for heavy work additional leaf spring for heavy work 

and mounted on silent-blocks that and mounted on silent-blocks that 

do not require maintenance.do not require maintenance.



Brakes Driver’s 
Cab

Parking brake with hydraulic outlet that acts on the rear wheels and, at the same time, Parking brake with hydraulic outlet that acts on the rear wheels and, at the same time, 

on the transmission shaft to ensure greater safety in extreme conditions.on the transmission shaft to ensure greater safety in extreme conditions.

Service brake with two independent circuits, power-assisted by large brake booster, Service brake with two independent circuits, power-assisted by large brake booster, 

combined with an additional accumulator. In some versions, the ABS system controls combined with an additional accumulator. In some versions, the ABS system controls 

the braking on the 4 brakes discs.the braking on the 4 brakes discs.

BrakesBrakes

Hydraulic
System

RetractableRetractable
MirrorsMirrors

The rear-view mirrors folds inside the The rear-view mirrors folds inside the 

passenger compartment to allow passenger compartment to allow 

passage even in the most extreme passage even in the most extreme 

places, maintaining the maximum places, maintaining the maximum 

width of the vehicle at 1,650 mm. a width of the vehicle at 1,650 mm. a 

record in its category.record in its category.

OpenLight

Openlight is the new system patented by Bonetti Srl for the rapid positioning of the Openlight is the new system patented by Bonetti Srl for the rapid positioning of the 

front and/or rear veichle headlights. Very useful if removable equipment are mounted front and/or rear veichle headlights. Very useful if removable equipment are mounted 

protruding from the vehicle and the placement of the original headlights is not enough protruding from the vehicle and the placement of the original headlights is not enough 

to cover the minimum dimensions, as required by the European Regulation R48.to cover the minimum dimensions, as required by the European Regulation R48.

Thanks to Openlight, the headlights can be removed with a simple push, allowing you Thanks to Openlight, the headlights can be removed with a simple push, allowing you 

to install a snow blade up to 2.4m wide. to install a snow blade up to 2.4m wide. 

The restoration of the headlights to its original position is done by applying a simple The restoration of the headlights to its original position is done by applying a simple 

pressure on the control lever or it is done automatically when lifting the tipper.pressure on the control lever or it is done automatically when lifting the tipper.

OpenlightOpenlight

Electrically tilting cabin, built in composite material, with metal structure treated in Electrically tilting cabin, built in composite material, with metal structure treated in 

cataphoresis. Anatomical seats with head restraints (sprung on the driver’s side), cataphoresis. Anatomical seats with head restraints (sprung on the driver’s side), 

electric windows, central locking, height-adjustable steering wheel, predisposition, electric windows, central locking, height-adjustable steering wheel, predisposition, 

lights on and door lock indicator, DAB radio, central tools box, are some of the standard lights on and door lock indicator, DAB radio, central tools box, are some of the standard 

accessories. Heated mirrors and windscreen, suspension seat on the passenger side, accessories. Heated mirrors and windscreen, suspension seat on the passenger side, 

are part of a wide range of optional accessories to complete the vehicle.are part of a wide range of optional accessories to complete the vehicle.

Driver’s CabDriver’s Cab

Repetitive 
Headlights

Additional repetitive headlights are Additional repetitive headlights are 

positioned under the windscreen positioned under the windscreen 

to relieve glare in the eyes of the to relieve glare in the eyes of the 

operator during heavy snowfall.operator during heavy snowfall.

Hydraulic system, standard prepared for various equipment, characterized by an oil Hydraulic system, standard prepared for various equipment, characterized by an oil 

flow rate independent of the vehicle speed, which delivers a flow rate of 45 liters/170bar.flow rate independent of the vehicle speed, which delivers a flow rate of 45 liters/170bar.

In the “snow” version, the oil flow of the front hydraulic outlets is controlled by the In the “snow” version, the oil flow of the front hydraulic outlets is controlled by the 

proportional joystick control. It is possible to implement the hydraulic system with double proportional joystick control. It is possible to implement the hydraulic system with double 

or triple stage reciprocating pumps, combined with oversized oil tanks, positioned in or triple stage reciprocating pumps, combined with oversized oil tanks, positioned in 

different areas according to the special equipment to operate with higher flow rates different areas according to the special equipment to operate with higher flow rates 

and pressures.and pressures.

Hydraulic SystemHydraulic System

Snow PlateFront plate according to UNI-EN 15432 type F2 (DIN 76060), rigidly fixed to the frame Front plate according to UNI-EN 15432 type F2 (DIN 76060), rigidly fixed to the frame 

in 4 points. To complete the winter equipment, additional headlights can be installed in 4 points. To complete the winter equipment, additional headlights can be installed 

positioned below the windscreen so as not to strain the operator’s sight while driving positioned below the windscreen so as not to strain the operator’s sight while driving 

in heavy snow.in heavy snow.

Snow PlateSnow Plate



The tradition of the compact 4x4 is renewed

RAL 3002 
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RAL 5015 
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RAL 1021

Yellow

RAL 2011

Orange

Standard Colours
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Fittings
Multipurpose 4x4 commercial vehicles

Accessories
Winch, leaf vacuum cleaner, street washer, front 
brush, overhead basket, forestry loader, asphalt, 
watering machine, trailer.
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Technical Data Dati TecniciChassis F100X Tipper with Crane

Tipper Hook Lift

Commercial Vehicles Euro VI-D

FX100/35E6D FX100/55E6D FX100/57E6D

G.V.W Kg. 3.500 5.500 5.700

WHEELBASE mm. 2.220 / 2.550 2.220 / 2.550 2.550

WIDTH mm. 1.650 1.650 1.650

MAXIMUM WIDTH mm. 1.900 1.900 1.900

HEIGHT mm. 2.100 2.100 2.100

FRONT DISTANCE Kg. 1.050 / 1.120 1.050 / 1.120 1.050 / 1.120

LOAD Kg. 1.320 / 1.310 3.265 / 3.245 3.445

MAXIMUM LOAD OF AXLES  1°/2° Kg. 2.375 / 2.375 2.500 / 3.465 2.500 / 3.465

MINIMUM TARE VEHICLE EQUIPPED Kg. 2.585 2.585 2.585

MAX SPEED Kh. 110 90 90

The chassis version is produced in two steps (2.220 and 2.550 mm) and in addition to being designed for the classic tipper body, it is used for various applications, including: Purge system | Diesel transport | LPG transport

Commercial Vehicles Euro VI-D
Euro VI-D (Tier V) Working Machine Version

FX100/35E6D FX100/55E6D FX100/57E6D
FX100/MO - var. 35D FX100/MO - var. 55D FX100/MO - var. 57D

G.V.W Kg. 3.500 5.500 5.700

WHEELBASE mm. 2.220 / 2.550 2.220 / 2.550 2.550

WIDTH mm. 1.650 1.650 1.650

LENGTH  (not SNOW version) mm. 4.320 ( 4.270 ) - 4.670 (4.600) 4.670 (4.600)

HEIGHT mm. 2.100 1.900 2.100

TIPPER LENGTH mm. 2.590 / 2.920 2.590 / 2.920 2.920

TIPPER WIDTH / SIDE WIDTH mm. 1.630 / 400 1.630 / 400 1.630 / 400

TIPPER HEIGHT mm. 1.020 1.020 1.020

LOAD Kg. 915 / 885 2.860 / 2.855 3.035

MAX SPEED Kh. 110 90 90

MAX SPEED (Working Machine Version) Kh. 40 40 40

The tipper version is equipped with a sheet metal platform and sides that can be opened from below in TR5 alloy, the cubic volume is 1.5 m³ for the short wheelbase vehicle (2.220 mm) and 1.7 m³ for the long wheelbase vehicle (2.550 mm). Anti-
corrosion cataphoresis treatment and double layer painting. Following a strategic choice of the positioning of the powerplant, the front part of the platform is slightly penalized by a 150 mm bonnet. To complete the equipment, the front cab protection  
with retractable upper brackets can be added to limit the height of the cabin. The removable rear uprights facilitate the unloading of particular equipment, such as the salt spreader.

Commercial Vehicles Euro VI-D
Euro VI-D (Tier V) Working Machine Version

FX100/35E6D FX100/55E6D
FX100/MO - var. 35D FX100/MO - var. 55D

G.V.W Kg. 3.500 5.500

WHEELBASE Mm. 2.550 2.550

WIDTH mm. 1.700 1.700

LENGTH  (not SNOW version) mm. 4.725 4.725

HEIGHT mm. 2.450 2.450

TIPPER PLATFORM LENGTH mm. 2.450 2.450

TIPPER WIDTH / SIDE WIDTH mm. 1.630 / 400 1.630 / 400

TIPPER HEIGHT mm. 1.020 1.020

LOAD Kg. 450 2.420

CRANE: MAXIMUM LOAD Kg. 990 990

CRANE: CAPACITY KG 1° HOOK/M Kg. 860 / 2.8 860 / 2.8

CRANE: CAPACITY KG LAST HOOK/M Kg. 470 / 5.1 470 / 5.1

MAX SPEED Kh. 110 90

MAX SPEED (Working Machine Version) Kh. 40 40

The trilateral tipper version with Palfinger PK2900 crane (2 extensions), is produced in the long wheelbase variant (2.550 mm.) and is equipped with a sheet metal platform and sides that can be opened from below in TR5 alloy, for a cubic volume of 
approximately 1.4 m³.  Anti-corrosion cataphoresis treatment and double layer painting. To complete the equipment, the front cab (optional) can be added. The removable rear uprights facilitate the unloading of particular equipment, such as the salt 
spreader.

Commercial Vehicles Euro VI-D

FX100/55E6D

G.V.W Kg. 5.500

WHEELBASE mm. 2.550

WIDTH mm. 1.650

HEIGHT (EXCLUDING FLASH LIGHT) mm. 2.100

MAXIMUM TIPPER WIDTH mm. 1.800

MAXIMUM LOAD CAPACITY T. 3

LOAD (excluding TIPPER)                                             Kg. 2.650

MAX SPEED Kh. 90

The single-sided demountable version is produced in the long wheelbase variant (2.550 mm.) and is designed for dumpers with 1.060 mm beam center distances, with 900 mm connection hooks in height. The equipment is rigidly fixed to the frame 
by means of a bolted subframe.



Our History

Since 1974 ...

Special 4x4 vehicles at the service

of private and public CUSTOMERS.

Thanks to years of research, to the 

experience gained and constant 

collaboration of its customers, 

the Bonetti family aspires to 

continuous improvements over 

time.

Dealer

BONETTI S.r.l

Via Toscana 25/27 - 20052

Vignate (Milan) Italy

Tel. +39.02.9566334

Bonetti4x4.it
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